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Abstract

Purpose – The extant international service marketing literature focuses heavily on the impact of globalization on the outward process of the internationalization of service firms. The purpose of this paper is to propose scholars examine international service marketing from a different perspective, that of the globalization of domestic markets and the existence of global segments throughout the world.

Design/methodology/approach – The paper uses resource-advantage theory and a congruence approach to suggest that the alignment of resources with consumer needs in the globalized domestic market leads to competitive advantage for the firm.

Findings – It can be argued that this alignment will lead to the replication of the competitive advantage across global segments in expansion to new markets.

Originality/value – The paper provides two significant contributions to the literature: a new perspective for considering the globalization of services that incorporates the challenges of operating in globalized markets; and develops seven propositions that can serve as a foundation for a stream of research on the globalization of services.
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The service industry has become a prominent sector of the global economy, often composing the largest sector of the economy in developed nations (Aharoni, 1993; Patterson and Cicic, 1995; Sanchez-Peinado et al., 2007; Styles et al., 2005). Recent improvements in technology coupled with reductions in trade barriers have allowed services to move more fully into the global market environment (Atuahene-Gima, 1995; Patterson and Cicic, 1995; Styles et al., 2005). Further, the globalization of world markets has increased opportunities for marketing services to new markets (Ekelede and Sivakumar, 1998). The increased importance of the service sector throughout the world has increased the need to better understand international services marketing (Giarini, 1997; Katrishen and Scordis, 1998; Nicoulaud, 1989; Patterson and Cicic, 1995; Styles et al., 2005). As such, a considerable research effort has been put forth to understand the internationalization of service firms (Edvardsson et al., 1993; Katrishen
and Scordis, 1998; Li, 1994; Nicoulaud, 1989; O’Farrell et al., 1998; Patterson and Cicic, 1995; Sanchez-Peinado et al., 2007; Styles et al., 2005).

However, this focus on the internationalization of services has neglected a fundamental issue within the service marketplace. Specifically, the literature looks at the globalization of service firms as an outward process wherein domestic service providers modify their service offerings as they spread their operations to new markets (O’Farrell et al., 1998; Sanchez-Peinado et al., 2007). While this clearly is one manner of examining the influence of globalization on the service sector, in this paper we argue that globalization can have an equally important, yet more fundamental influence on multinational service enterprise operations across the globe. We argue that one aspect of globalization that directly influences certain service enterprises (both multinational and domestic enterprises) is the increasing diversity of clients served in a firm’s domestic operations. Owing to greater mobility across markets, service firms’ domestic customer base is internationalizing and developing as part of a global segment thus permitting firms to serve the same segment internationally as they do domestically, should they so choose. A service firm in London England, for example, may find that many of their customers originate from North Africa or India and therefore the ability to meet the needs of these customers in London would also allow the firm to meet the needs of a similar customer segment in North Africa or India.

The more diverse domestic marketplace developing due to globalization provides firms with the experience to be successful in their international operations. Take for example, the Kua Aina sandwich shop started in Haleiwa, Hawaii for many years served locals and tourists. The great influx of Japanese tourists in the 1980s and the popularity of Kua Aina as a result of Kua Aina meeting the needs of these tourists, led to the successful expansion of Kua Aina to Tokyo, Japan. The increased globalization of their domestic market in Hawaii gave them the skills and resources to be successful in the same global segment in Japan. Likewise, the hospitality industry has many examples of firms serving global segments. Take Marriott International which operates and franchises hotels under various brand names including the Marriott, Ritz-Carlton, Bulgari, Residence Inn and Courtyard by Marriott. In each location Marriott International is increasingly challenged to service a more diverse clientele (as increased globalization also refers to the increased travel of individuals throughout the world, both for business and pleasure). In essence, each of Marriot International’s brands can be viewed as serving a global segment, i.e. segments that transcend borders (Alden et al., 1999; Kale and Sudharshan, 1987), and each of Marriot International’s brands has its own particular global segment that it targets throughout the world. Thus, the Marriott Hotel targets the same luxury global segment for all of its 450 hotels whether in New York, Aruba, Vail, Doha or London, while The Courtyard by Marriott targets the same middle-class traveler whether in the UAE, Italy, Ireland, China or Thailand and so on.

Building on the literatures of standardization, co-alignment, segmentation and resource-advantage theory (R-A theory), we develop propositions arguing that multinational service firms provide value to specific domestic segments and these segments are often global segments. Further we argue that once competitive advantage is founded based upon resource matching, the firm through matching of its key recourses to the segment, the firm then can standardize this resource match as it expands globally (to markets offering said segment), thus maintaining its value
creation proposition within this segment across markets. We believe that this alternative approach to considering the globalization of markets of service firms provides unique insights previously not considered in the literature and thus extends our theoretical and practitioner knowledge of the globalization of service firms.

Literature background

The globalization of world markets has tremendously increased the diversity of clientele that many service providers engage. Whether we speak of hospitality, airline, banking, etc. the increased spread of customers via travel and migration has increased the need of global service providers to revise their existing protocols and procedures in servicing an increasingly diverse clientele in order to maximize value delivery. For example, the Walt Disney Company services extremely diverse clients in its theme parks in the USA. In its US theme park operations, Disney refined its capabilities in effectively servicing a diverse global clientele. Once Disney had effectively adapted its resource base to these segments in the domestic market, Disney proceeded to leverage this capability to these global segments in foreign markets that have similar segments. As such, we contend that at the heart of the issue of globalization of service firms is a new perspective on the topic of standardization versus adaptation.

The issue of standardization has been the subject of intense academic debate for several decades (Baalbaki and Malhotra, 1993; Onkvisit and Shaw, 1999; Ryans et al., 2003; Taylor and Okazaki, 2006). Although there has been a significant debate on this topic over the years, in reality, a variety of external and internal factors impinge on the standardization decision, which involves an inherent trade-off between the economic benefits of leveraging a global identity via standardized strategies with the performance gains achieved when adapting to local market conditions and consumer preferences (Baalbaki and Malhotra, 1993, 1995; Bharadwaj et al., 1993; Chung, 2005; Jain, 1989; Ozsomer and Prussia, 2000; Taylor and Okazaki, 2006). As such, the standardization/adaptation debate converges on the perception of, or movement toward, consumer as well as environmental homogeneity/heterogeneity (Donnelly and Ryans, 1969; Hu and Griffith, 1997; Levitt, 1983; Shoham, 1995), where some argue that homogeneous segments allow for the standardization of advertising to be more “effective” as it allows the firm to capture cost efficiencies and thus increase margins (Levitt, 1983; Peebles et al., 1978). Extending this view, we contend that cultural diverse domestic markets create segments which represent global markets and therefore, in these segments, firms can easily effectuate a standardized strategy to the culturally diverse global segment.

Further, standardization has two fundamental aspects, i.e. program standardization, such as the individual service offering employed within and across markets, and process standardization, inclusive of the development of a common method through which programs are implemented (Griffith et al., 2000; Jain, 1989; Sorenson and Weichmann, 1975). While a significant amount of program-related research has been conducted (Baalbaki and Malhotra, 1993, 1995; Jain, 1989; Samiee and Roth, 1992; Zou and Cavusgil, 2002), little research has examined process-related issues (Griffith et al., 2000; Shoham, 1995). This is a critical limitation within the literature as Sorenson and Weichmann (1975) note that while the benefits of standardizing marketing programs may be situational or context-specific, multinationals can gain the greatest economies by standardizing the process.
through which they devise these programs. Here, we contend that the matching of firm resource employment with customer requirements in specific global segments (i.e. refinement of program and process domestically) allows for the effective standardization of programs and processes throughout the world (as servicing global segments holds customer requirements constant as one expands to new markets).

Current marketing thought (Vargo and Lusch, 2004) argues for a process orientation (as opposed to an output orientation) to value delivery. It argues that it is necessary that a firm identify its key resources, e.g. its fundamental knowledge and skills, of its economic activity. Further, it argues that the firm needs to identify potential customers that have a need for its resources, developing relationships that involve the customers in customizing a specific provision to meet their specific needs. That is, the customer is viewed as a coproducer of value and thus becomes an, “operant resource (coproducer) rather than an operand resource (‘target’)” (Vargo and Lusch, 2004, p. 11). The need for this approach is no more evident than in the international service marketplace where firms are challenged to develop multiple resources to service an incredibly diverse clientele.

The services marketplace is confronted with servicing customers from a variety of cultures both domestically and internationally. Service retailers position themselves within the marketplace by identifying specific market segments. For example, Ritz Carlton focuses on the global segment desiring “indulgence luxury,” while Ogilvy & Mather focuses on the global segment of multinationals, taking pride in noting that “We are one of the largest marketing communications networks in the world. And we service more Fortune Global 500 companies in five or more countries than any other agency.” These service providers have selected specific global segments in the marketplace and developed processes that align key firm resources with customer needs resulting in specific programs that are effective across markets. As such, these firms (and their employees) are asked to align a diverse set of firm resources (e.g. physical, relational, human, etc.) to the desired resource allocations of customers. Central to this issue is congruence between customer desires and firm resource alignment.

A congruence approach (Child, 1972; Doty et al., 1993) postulates that when parties are similar, greater “fit” occurs, thus enhancing effectiveness (Newman and Nollen, 1996; Xu et al., 2006). A congruence approach applied within the domain of R-A theory under a program and process orientation suggests greater similarity in perception of key strategic resources between a service firm and its customers has the potential to increase key strategic outcomes (e.g. firm performance, re-patronage behavior, loyalty, word-of-mouth, cross-selling, etc.). While a significant amount of research has focused on firm resources, little empirical work has focused on the congruence of the identification of key firm resources internally within the organization (i.e. manager and employee) while also focusing on the firm-customer resource congruence issue. This is particularly concerning in an international service market context where congruence will vary widely both within the firm and also across firm-customer interactions.

**Proposition development**

To better understand firm resources, we rely upon R-A theory. R-A theory (Hunt and Morgan, 1995, 1996, 1997; Hunt, 1999, 2000, 2001) argues that firms can become more
competitive if they possess and configure the appropriate tangible and intangible resources. R-A theory traces its pedigree to the following 11 different research traditions: evolutionary economics, Austrian economics, heterogeneous demand theory, differential advantage theory, historical tradition, industrial-organization economics, resource-based tradition, competence-based tradition, institutional economics, transaction cost economics, and economic sociology. Drawing on different aspects of these theories, R-A theory provides a strong theoretical framework to explore the firm resources and competencies necessary for serving a diverse customer clientele.

Specific to R-A theory are the tenets that:

- demand is heterogeneous across industries, heterogeneous within industries and is dynamic;
- consumer information is imperfect and costly;
- human motivation is constrained self-interest seeking;
- the firm’s objective is superior financial performance;
- the firm’s information is imperfect and costly;
- the firm’s resources are financial, physical, legal, human, organizational, informational and relational;
- the firm’s resources are heterogeneous and imperfectly mobile;
- the role of management is to recognize, understand, create, select, implement and modify strategies (which consists of allocations among resources); and

Under R-A theory, competitive advantage of the firm is derived from:

- resource heterogeneity, deriving superior financial performance;
- \textit{ex post} limits to competition, necessary to sustain superior financial performance;
- imperfect resource mobility, ensuring that superior financial performance is bound to the firm and shared by it; and
- \textit{ex ante} limits to competition, preventing costs from offsetting superior financial performance (Amit and Schoemaker, 1993; Peteraf, 1993).

Through the development and leveraging of unique combinations of heterogeneous and imperfectly mobile resources, firms are theorized to be able to achieve and sustain competitive positions resulting in superior financial performance (Hunt, 2000).

Following Hunt’s (2000) conceptualization of resources, the value of a resource to a firm is seen in terms of its potential to yield competitive differentiation and/or customer value delivery. Superior value is achieved when resources are deployed to provide a distinctive competency and relative sustained advantage (Day, 1994; Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001; Hunt, 2000). Key to this issue is the service firm’s segmentation, targeting and positioning. Through segmentation of the market the firm minimizes heterogeneity in customer needs with regard to values, price elasticities, etc. (Bolton and Myers, 2003). By focusing on global segments, i.e. segments that transcend borders (Alden \textit{et al}., 1999), service firms are able to develop specific process capabilities to
realign firm resources providing for a program (e.g. service offering) based upon a distinctive competency, that the firm is able to leverage to this segment across markets.

Firm resource alignment necessitates the identification of firm resources. Hunt (2000), in delineating R-A theory identifies seven key firm resources: financial, physical, legal, human capital, relational capital, organizational capital, and informational capital. Hunt (2000) argues that it is upon these resources that a firm can develop competencies to establish a competitive advantage.

Financial capital
Financial capital is defined as the current and potential cash resources of the firm, inclusive of access to the financial markets, cost of capital, etc. (Hunt, 2000). Financial resources play a key role in the firm’s ability to expand into new markets, develop new product or service initiatives (Aaby and Slater, 1989; Bonaccorsi, 1992; Johanson and Vahlne, 1977). As such, financial resources allow firm to capitalize on market opportunities and thus enhance their overall strategic position. Further, financial resources allow the firm a strong competitive posture against threats, such as heightened price competition or negative economic cycles, thus allowing the firm continued performance success (Hunt, 2000). As service firms work to meet the customer needs of specific global segments, the firm develops a unique financial resource profile, inclusive of debt ratios, necessary cash on hand, etc. It is argued that the effective servicing of unique global segments requires a unique profile of financial resources for sustaining and maintaining process and programs. For example, Marriott positions Ritz Carlton as a high quality, high-price offering that is likely to focus on a limited number of premium locations within each country of operation and making select financial resource allocations among location, physical facilities, employees, etc. Three points can be made regarding this global segment that influence the financial resource profile of Ritz Carlton. First, the clientele in the segment targeted by Ritz Carlton has demanding standards, requiring luxurious accommodations and impeccable service. Second, this segment is extremely mobile, frequently traveling around the world and requiring a place to stay in all of these locations. Third, for Marriott to service this segment, it needs to have a financial resource allocation profile that will be able to meet the standards set by this segment throughout the world. As such, we argue that once the firm develops the financial resource profile to service this sector domestically, this profile can be leveraged within this segment in the firm’s global markets equally effectively. Therefore, we propose:

\[ P1. \] Financial capital alignment to segment customer needs resulting in performance enhancement in a domestic market is equally effective in performance enhancement in the segment across markets.

Physical capital
Physical capital refers to the buildings, the raw materials and any equipment that the firm owns or has access to, personnel, etc. (Hunt, 2000). Physical resources can relate to both front- and back-end operations in a service context. Front-end physical resources, such as the quality of retail facilities, relate directly the perception of the retailer in the consumer marketplace as the quality of facilities play a large part in the firm’s atmospherics. Back-end physical resources relate to the warehousing, supply chain, etc. facilities that allow the firm to operate efficiently. Physical resources play a key
role in the service encounter as they provide the context in which the service episode occurs. The physical capital requirements are set to match specific profile expectations of unique segments. For example, physical facilities expectations of the global segment of budget travel are vastly different than the expectations of the global segment luxury traveler. Hotels positioned in the luxury category engage clientele that demand a degree of standardization in the physical surroundings of the hotel across markets. The customer expect the rooms to be of similar size, the room and bathroom to have similar facilities, access to similar television channels and so on no matter which country the hotel is located in. This does not mean that the clientele is opposed to local flavor on the periphery of the service offering, e.g. with regard to décor of the foyer or the elevators, however; generally expectations will err on the side of standardization of the physical resources, with adaptations based upon the cultural makeup of the segment. Therefore, we propose:

\[ P2. \text{ Physical capital alignment to segment customer needs resulting in performance enhancement in a domestic market is equally effective in performance enhancement in the segment across markets.} \]

**Legal capital**

Legal capital available to a firm include trademarks, licenses, etc. and through these resources firms are parameterized as to some aspects of their behavior (Hunt, 2000). By definition these legal resources necessitate standardization as to how the legally protected aspects of the service may be presented or displayed and international law dictates that these protections are legally binding in all countries in the world, therefore not changing in any part of the global segment. Styles et al. (2005) when examining the exporting of services to Southeast Asia found that the protection of tangible intellectual property was a key driver of performance of service firm success. This finding is consistent with Clark and Owens (2000) who note that while legal resources restrict firms in their ability to adapt to different customer needs, however; conversely they also protect firms from imitation by rivals. If alignment exists between customer needs and the legally protected technologies, then these legal resources will help the firm serve the needs of its clientele across market more effectively. This leads to the following proposition:

\[ P3. \text{ Legal capital alignment to segment customer needs resulting in performance enhancement in a domestic market is equally effective in performance enhancement in the segment across markets.} \]

**Human capital**

Human capital refers to the skills and knowledge of the firm’s employees (Hitt et al., 2001; Hunt, 2000). Some aspects of the human capital resource are codifiable and can be found within training manuals, standard operating procedure files and the like (Griffith, 2006; Hitt et al., 2001). Other parts of the human capital resource are tacit (Polanyi, 1957, 1966) and people learn while they are doing the job (Griffith, 2006; Hitt et al., 2001; Sanchez-Peinado et al., 2007). Firms invest in human capital through training programs to bring them superior financial performance by serving the target global segment better. As service firms select specific global segments they must develop and maintain the appropriate level of human capital. For example, the luxury
hotel chain targets a culturally diverse clientele that is very demanding and heterogeneous as to the type of demands it makes. Some patrons wish the Wall Street Journal delivered to their room at 0600, others the Financial Times, others perhaps the New York Times, and these individuals demand the same no matter which country in the world the person is in. Some clientele like to be greeted in the local tradition, some in their own native language. While one aspect of homogeneity of customers in this segment is that they expect their demands to be met. However, as Mok and Armstrong (1998) note it is important to understand that although segments may be homogenous across markets in some respects, aspects of cultural homogeneity means understanding unique cultural differences in respect to expectations as well. This then presents a challenge for the personnel working to serve the diverse clientele to be able to recognize these different demands and act accordingly. As such, the investment in human capital through training is likely to be standardized in the sense that the training will be focused toward the staff members understanding the needs of the consumers. Also, the type of individual that works in this hotel is likely to be relatively standardized across countries, as a particular type of individual with particular characteristics will be aware and alert enough to be able to recognize the different desires of clientele and respond accordingly. The service provided by the personnel is adapted for the individual (i.e. product adaptation); however, the process of providing and investing in the human capital is standardized. Thus, we propose:

P4. Human capital alignment to segment customer needs resulting in performance enhancement in a domestic market is equally effective in performance enhancement in the segment across markets.

Relational capital
Relational capital includes the firm’s stock of relationships with such entities as customers, suppliers, competitors, unions, governments, etc. (Hunt, 2000). A relationship can only be a resource when it makes some sort of contribution to the value offering to the particular segment the firm is targeting (Berry, 1995; Griffith et al., 2006; Palmatier et al., 2006). For example, the relationship that the firm has with its suppliers may be such that in time of shortage the supplier will fulfill the order of this firm first thus enabling the firm to service its segment. In such a scenario, the relationship between the firm and its suppliers is a firm resource. For a luxury hotel chain serving a global segment across countries, some of the partners to the relationships are invariant and others are not. Labor unions and governments are generally not global in nature, thus necessitating different partnerships from country to country within the same segment. However, some relationships will be with the same partners no matter the country of operation. The customer segment does not change as we posit a global segment, and additionally, competitors are likely to be (or will be) global, as they are also targeting the same global segment. Therefore, the necessity to form different relationships with different partners within the context of the same global segment means that the option of standardizing the product, with the product being the relationship, is not possible. However, the firm still needs to form capital generating relationships with its alternative partners no matter the country that the operation is in. As such, the process that firms use to form these relationships can be standardized as a way to minimize costs to the focal firm. This leads to the following proposition:
P5. Relational capital alignment to segment customer needs resulting in performance enhancement in a domestic market is equally effective in performance enhancement in the segment across markets.

Organizational capital
Organizational capital includes the firm’s policies, cultural routines and competences (Hunt, 2000). These resources are distinct from other resources in that they are unable to exist independent of the firm. These resources include dynamic capabilities, marketing competency, learning capabilities, research and development capabilities and so on (Kropp et al., 2006; Teece et al., 1997). These capabilities and competencies exist to better serve the needs of the particular segment that a firm targets and as such the existence of these capabilities and competencies allows the firm to sense and serve the needs of the global segment. The standardization of this particular resource is crucial, as this will enable the firm to develop vital capabilities that will help it to serve its segments. For example, a firm in possession of dynamic capabilities such as coordination, reconfiguration and learning (Teece et al., 1997) can standardize these capabilities and still be able to react to uncertainty in such a way that it fulfills the needs of the global segment. The standardized capabilities allow for adaptation in how the firm serves the needs of the customer. This leads to the following proposition:

P6. Organizational capital alignment to segment customer needs resulting in performance enhancement in a domestic market is equally effective in performance enhancement in the segment across markets.

Informational capital
Informational capital includes a firm’s information regarding its own products, production processes and customers and those of its competitors (Hunt, 2000). The firm will invest in market research, technical research and development and competitor intelligence to improve its stock of informational capital resources (Kropp et al., 2006). For a firm targeting a global segment, competitors in the segment are often the same all over the world with the likely addition of one or two local competitors to the market thus allowing for a standardized approach to generating the informational capital resources necessary to engage its competitors. Additionally, a standardized approach can be used to learn about the firm’s own product, processes and customers, as these are also standard across the segment. In doing so the firm is standardizing its process of garnering the information although not necessarily having standard informational capital resources for all parts of the segment. This leads to the following proposition:

P7. Informational capital alignment to segment customer needs resulting in performance enhancement in a domestic market is equally effective in performance enhancement in the segment across markets.

Discussion and conclusion
Building on the literatures of standardization, co-alignment, segmentation and R-A theory we develop propositions arguing that multinational service firms focus on a global segment within its domestic operations providing value by engaging in a resource matching process (where resources are aligned to maximize value to global segments). Further we argue that once competitive advantage is founded based upon
resource matching, the firm through matching of its key resources to the global segment, the firm then standardizes this resource match as it expands globally, thus maintaining its value creation proposition within this segment across markets. By employing this approach we address unique aspects of service firm globalization such as resource matching, standardization of process and programs, etc. Further, we believe that this framework could be used to explain a number of important aspects of the literature, e.g. born globals via competitive advantage of service firms domestically, resource utilization, successful international expansion.

The literature defines born globals as those firms that are able to quickly move through the internationalization process (engaging in multiple market activities within the first three years) (Freeman et al., 2006; Knight and Cavusgil, 1996, 2004; Kropp et al., 2006; Madsen and Servais, 1997). Applying the concepts enumerated in this paper we argue that born globals are those firms that are able to quickly align resources to global segment needs. Once a service firm has aligned its resources to a specific market need profile in a domestic context, and therefore established a standard process and program orientation, it can relatively easily service the same segment in different markets, thereby leveraging its developed competitive advantage. Thus, the conceptualization presented here, provides a unique alignment perspective to the extant born global literature.

This conceptualization also provides new insights into resource utilization. Specifically, much of the extant literature argues that a firm’s ability to commit resources to the market also leads to successful internationalization (Aaby and Slater, 1989; Johanson and Vahlne, 1977). For example, O’Farrell et al. (1998) contend that the transition from initial presence to subsequent market development is costly and difficult. They indicate that market development extends beyond infrastructure, to developing intimate knowledge of new markets on an on-going basis. As firms expand beyond their domestic borders they require larger resource commitments to effectively compete (Aaby and Slater, 1989; Bonaccorsi, 1992; Johanson and Vahlne, 1977). While we do not argue against the importance of firm resource commitments, we extend the current literature by arguing for the importance of resource-matching. Based upon congruence and R-A theory we contend that it is through the alignment of resources to the global segment needs that firm can successfully expand internationally.

Further, the arguments offered related to successful international expansion extend the extant arguments related to transferability of service offering. Specifically, transferability of offering is defined by the degree of product/service customization necessary for each specific marketplace (Cavusgil and Zou, 1994). Those offerings high in transferability require limited adaptation when entering new markets while those offerings low in transferability requiring extensive adaptation when entering new markets (Baalbaki and Malhotra, 1993, 1995; Cavusgil and Zou, 1994; Jain, 1989). The increased need for adaptation of low-transferable offerings increases the risks associated with achieving international success, as success of adaptation of an offering is determined by a manager’s knowledge of the local market (Coviello et al., 1998; Dunning, 1980; Johanson and Vahlne, 1977, 1990; O’Farrell et al., 1998), which firm’s, and manager’s, beginning the internationalizing process typically lack. Hence, low transferability of offering decreases a manager’s expectations of international success (Dahringer, 1991; Lovelock, 1983). Our arguments extend this work by arguing that the transferability of the service firms offering is contingent, to a degree, on the
consistency of the firm’s global segmentation targeting. If firm’s change the segments targeted the firm diminishes its transferability.

In conclusion, the main focus of this paper was to take an alternative look at the issue of service firm globalization. For too long we have simply looked at globalization of service firms from an outward expansion perspective. We believe that by examining the impact of globalization on domestic markets, through the globalization of the firm’s clientele, we may be better able to gain insights yet undiscovered.
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